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ENJOY YOUR FREEDOM.
It’s a SCHUBERTH.

FOR RIDERS. AND RACERS. FOR EXPLORERS. AND DREAMERS. FOR EVERY CHALLENGE. FOR EVERY GROUND. A PASSION. AND A PROFESSION. A DAILY ADVENTURE. AND NO EXCUSES. WE SWEAT EVERY DETAIL, BECAUSE WE LOVE WHAT WE DO. THIS IS OUR THING. THIS IS SCHUBERTH.
IT´S NOT A HELMET.
It’s a must-have.

Style begins in the mind. Complement your style with the SCHUBERTH O1 – on and around the bike. Modern design and stylish colors, with three shells and six helmet sizes, so that every biker can find the perfect fit. It’s not a helmet. It’s a must-have.

- Modern classic
  Classic jet helmet, reinterpreted
- Stylish patterns
  Various colors and designs available
- Comfort zone
  Fewer pads for improved head ventilation
- Perfect fit
  3 shells and 6 helmet sizes available

All colors and patterns at www.schuberth.com
The helmet to jump-start your ride. SCHUBERTH R2 CARBON, the first carbon helmet with an integrated communication system, extends your driving pleasure – thanks to a lightweight carbon outer shell and built-in, invisible communication technology. The companion that takes you further. Further than ever before. Enjoy longer.

- Flyweight: Helmet shell made of 100% carbon
- SC1 communication system compatible: GPS navigation, music streaming and phone calls. Everything can be operated by app.
- Comfort zone: Perfect fit and high-quality ShinyTex® lining with seamless head padding
Maximum endurance when worn. The SCHUBERTH R2 extends and intensifies your riding pleasure thanks to the latest SCHUBERTH technology: Integrated and invisible communication technology, high quality and seamless head padding and a new ventilation system ensure the highest comfort and maximum driving pleasure. A companion that takes you further. Enjoy longer.

- **Surround Sound**
  - Integrated speaker and boomless microphone, prepared for the SC1 communication system

- **Well connected**
  - Integrated antenna

- **Perfect Fit**
  - Double-D fastener and emergency cheek pads

- **Modern classic**
  - Classic full-face helmet, reinterpreted

ENJOY LONGER.

All colors and patterns at [WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM](http://WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM)
The SCHUBERTH C4 redefines the flip-up helmet and represents the new benchmark for touring and sports riders with the highest demands. No pendulum effect, no distracting noise, no premature tiring. The SCHUBERTH C4 impresses both at high speeds and during long touring rides. Enjoy a modern design with a compact shape and the comfort of a flip-up helmet combined with a sleeker look.

- For optimum Bluetooth® and radio reception
  Integrated antenna, pre-installed speakers and microphone
- Plug & play
  Designed for the communication system SC1
- Extra-large anti-fog lens
  Wide field of vision even when the rider adopts a racing posture

REDEFINE YOUR STANDARDS.
Passion newly designed.
The comfort of a flip-up helmet, the look & feel of a modern adventure helmet, the safety of a SCHUBERTH helmet! For the modern adventurer who wants everything: top performance in safety, flexibility and protection. Uncompromisingly flexible for your next adventure. Discover the world with the SCHUBERTH E1 – in your daily life, going off road and on touring trips.

- Even more air to breathe
  An adjustable air inlet on the chin section ensures perfect air intake on longer tours as well as when riding off-road.
- Perfectly prepared for any adventure
  Three-position peak, seven different visor tints and four tint options for the sun visor.
- Plug & play
  Designed for the communication system SC10U.

EXPLORE YOUR LIMITS.
On and off road.

All colors and patterns at WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM.
Ambitious amateur riders and professional racers have one thing in common: the highest demands. The sports helmet SCHUBERTH SR2 fulfills these and has been developed for optimal performance. An improved spoiler ensures that the riders head stays steady. The new visor ensures a clear view in every situation. Be it on the country road, the motorway or the racetrack, the SCHUBERTH SR2 allows riders to be more focused, more relaxed and therefore safer while riding their bike. For whatever lies ahead.

- **Double-D fastener**
  Simple and precise adjustment of the chin strap length ensures a reliably firm fit.

- **Top-class racing visor**
  2D racing visor, improved for the use of tear-offs, anti-fog lens.
READY, SET GO.
It’s an allrounder.

S2 SPORT

Safety in every situation
The double-D fastener guarantees simple and precise adjustment of the chin strap length and ensures a reliably firm fit.

Guaranteed no misting up
In the “town position”, the S2 SPORT high-tech visor ensures maximum ventilation even when riding slowly.

Riding into the rising sun no problem
The S2 SPORT is equipped with an integral sun visor.

Perfectly designed for the SRC-System™
Two integrated antennas for long range and top radio reception.

Riders must always adjust to the prevailing conditions. The same goes for their equipment. The SCHUBERTH S2 SPORT is designed specifically for touring and sports touring riders. Its strength: a perfect combination of weight, compact size, aerodynamics, aeroacoustics and sports design for everyday use. The helmet is ideal for touring and sports touring, and even copes well with occasional excursions onto the racetrack.

All colors and patterns at WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM
OPEN MINDED.
It’s a SCHUBERTH.

M1

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ALREADY PRE-INSTALLED
Plug & play: all components, such as the invisible microphone, the speakers and the wiring, are pre-installed.

Music, navigation, telephone calls or a chat with your travelling buddy – the SRC-System™, which is available as an accessory, makes it all possible. The SCHUBERTH M1 is prepared for the system with speakers and an invisible microphone. The SRC-System™ merely needs to be connected to the dock at the rear of the helmet.

INSPIRED BY PASSIONATE MOTORCYCLISTS, EQUIPPED WITH THE PROVEN SAFETY TECHNOLOGY FROM SCHUBERTH:

- Five different visor colors
  - Clear, dark smoke, light smoke, silver or blue mirrored
- Quick release for the visor
- Five different sun visor tints:
  - 80% tint, clear, high-definition yellow, silver or blue mirrored

All colors and patterns at WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM
Anyone who rides frequently on long touring trips as well as fast short trips needs a helmet that has been tried and tested. The SCHUBERTH C3 PRO impresses through the functionality, comfort and protection it offers. The spoiler ensures that the helmet remains steady in the wind at all times, no lift. No buffeting. With its high-quality inner lining made from COOLMAX® and microfiber, the perfect ventilation system and a unique acoustics package, the SCHUBERTH C3 PRO is the most popular helmet in the SCHUBERTH product line.

- Zero buffeting
  100% no pendulum effect – thanks to wind tunnel optimization
- Small and light-weight
  Two compact shell sizes, only approx. 1,570 g incl. sun visor (size M)
- Extremely quiet
  Developed in SCHUBERTH’s own wind tunnel
- Plug & play
  Designed for the communication system SC10U

All colors and patterns at WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM
The SCHUBERTH C3 BASIC is the modern classic among the flip-up helmets and the best friend on every tour. It offers maximum wear comfort as well as maximum safety. The touring helmet category leader impresses with its practical and ergonomic user-friendliness. Thanks to the integrated sun visor it is equipped for every lighting and weather condition the tour may present. Fogging up is prevented by the anti-fog lens. Its pleasant riding characteristics makes it always stand out from the crowd.

- Secure fastener
  Standard delivery with micro-lock ratchet fastener

- Integrated sun visor
  The sun visor enables quick and individual adjustment according to light conditions. It is integrated into the helmet shell and is pivoted

- Integrated anti-fog lens
  Preventing any fogging up

The inner lining of the SCHUBERTH C3 PRO WOMEN was developed specifically for women. Not only is it optimized for smaller head sizes, it also takes into account feminine facial shapes. The SCHUBERTH C3 PRO WOMEN has additional padding in the cheek areas, and the optimized fit ensures enhanced wearing comfort and thereby greater safety. This inner lining is composed of high-quality materials with an antibacterial and anti-allergenic coating.

- Carefully selected materials
  The inner lining is composed of COOLMAX®, Interpower® and Thermocool®

- Secure fastener
  Optimization of the chin strap length through precise two-sided adjustment of the micro-lock ratchet fastener

- Integrated sun visor
  Single-handed lowering and retracting via a slider at the helmet edge

- Plug & Play
  Designed for the SC10U communication system as standard

All colors and patterns at WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM
THE NEXT GENERATION OF THE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR C4, R2 AND R2 CARBON

Communicating, speaking on the phone, using the satnav, listening to music – communication is now becoming very simple on the motorcycle as well.

- Two different performance levels
  Available as SC1 STANDARD and SC1 ADVANCED
- Invisible technology
  Microphone, speakers, antenna and wiring are pre-installed in the SCHUBERTH flip-up helmet C4 and in the SCHUBERTH full-face helmets R2 and R2 CARBON
- Simple plug & play operation
  Slide the communication unit and the rechargeable lithium-ion battery into the two slots integrated into the helmet and get started
- Intercom
  Conference mode for up to 4 riders
- Optimum networking
  Supports two Bluetooth® sources simultaneously and facilitates music sharing in the SC1 ADVANCED version
- Even greater comfort
  Optional Bluetooth® handlebar remote control available

THE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR E1, C3 BASIC, C3 PRO AND C3 PRO WOMEN

- Simple installation
  Small and lightweight; fits inside helmet shell
- Fully fitted
  Speakers, microphone and communication unit are fully wired and ready for super-fast integration into the helmet
- Intercom
  Conference mode for up to 4 riders
- Optimum networking
  Supports two Bluetooth® sources simultaneously and enables music sharing
- Even greater comfort
  Optional Bluetooth® handlebar remote control available
WE OFFER THE HIGHEST QUALITY STANDARDS. AND THAT ALSO APPLIES TO OUR WARRANTY.

Safety is our top priority. Consequently, we do not only work passionately on optimizing the quality standards of our helmets. The 5 YEAR SCHUBERTH STANDARD GUARANTEE now covers all helmet components – with practical online registration. To allow you to focus on whatever lies ahead. *

WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM

*For details about the scope of the warranty please see the Terms and Conditions at WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM.
BECOME A SCHUBERTH FAN.
Like us on facebook.

WWW.SCHUBERTH.COM